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Abstract
Are concepts expressed in language also represented spatially< To pursue this question we investigated the structure of events[
Events are de_ned as actions with spatial trajectories that can be perceived by our senses and described in language[ Events are
expressed linguistically in sentences containing verbs which determine the thematic roles of the arguments "e[g[\ who is doing what
to whom\ where#[ Because of previous observations we focused on whether events are represented spatially by location of thematic
roles and direction of actions[ Location and direction were dissociated by contrasting di}erent kinds of verbs] {push| vs {pull| in
which actions move toward or away from the agent[ To control for spatial e}ects produced by the surface structure of a left to right
written language\ we kept the structure of sentences constant and sought for spatial biases produced by di}erences in the meaning
of these sentences[ From three experiments using drawing and sentence!picture matching reaction time tasks\ we found that normal
subjects located agents to the left of patients and represented actions with a left to right directionality[ These results are not easily
explained by features of the surface structure of language or properties of propositional representations[ We suggest that events have
spatial representations in addition to their propositional counterparts of verbs and thematic roles[ The speci_c spatial properties
observed may relate to functional properties of the left hemisphere[ Þ 0888 Elsevier Science Ltd[ All rights reserved[
Keywords] Language^ Space^ Thematic roles^ Mental representations^ Concepts^ Aphasia

0[ Introduction
What is the relationship\ if any\ between mental rep!
resentations of language and mental representations of
space< These two forms of representations are structured
di}erently ð00Ł[ Language is propositional\ algebraic and
discrete[ Space is analog\ geometric and continuous[ Yet\
we use language to convey spatial concepts and acquire
many of our concepts through spatial interactions ð06Ł[
According to Talmy\ language has to address several
independent spatial notions[ These include the geometry
of relationships\ appreciating spatial perspectives\ dis!
tinguishing _gure from ground and understanding the
dynamics of force ð08Ł[ In this report we focus on geo!
metric relationships in events described by action verbs[
Verbs establish the propositional framework for events
by describing the action and constraining the logically
possible thematic roles such as the doer "agent# or the
recipient "patient or theme# of the action ð8\ 09Ł[
How are stable propositional representations extracted
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from perceptions< Analog {on!line| perceptions of events
are ~eeting[ For example\ when watching a runner\ the
perception of the runner is continuously updated by inco!
rporating changes in the retinal image as well as changes
in the observer|s head and eye positions[ The observer is
somehow able to cohere this dynamic sensory input into
stable knowledge of the event[ We suggest that there
exists an intermediate form of representation with the
stability of propositional representations and the analog
structure of perceptions[ Following Jackendo}\ we sug!
gest that such representations are structured spatially
according to simple or primitive spatial principles ð01Ł[
These primitives are elementary\ abstract schemes that
resist further decomposition and serve as building blocks
for more complex representations[ In the spirit of Jack!
endo}|s claims\ we sought experimental evidence for the
existence of spatial representations of events[ Events are
coded propositionally in sentences containing action
verbs[ For reasons reviewed below\ we focused on
whether events are also coded spatially by the location of
thematic roles and the direction of actions[
Our investigation was triggered by previous obser!
vations in JH\ a ~uent agrammatic patient with a
thematic role assignment ð1\ 2\ 07Ł[ JH was unable to
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decipher who was doing what to whom in sentences de_!
cit ð05Ł[ For example\ he could not reliably match the
sentence {The boy kisses the girl| to a picture of a boy
kissing a girl as opposed to a picture of a girl kissing a
boy[ The most striking aspect of JH|s performance was
that\ rather than performing randomly\ he used a tem!
poral or spatial strategy ð3Ł[ He consistently assigned
items on the left of pictures as the agent "the doer of the
action# in sentences\ and items on the right of pictures as
the patient "recipient of actions#[ These observations led
to the idea that when stripped of normal linguistic oper!
ations\ JH used primitive spatial representations to assign
thematic roles[ This underlying primitive representation
would normally be obscured by more complex linguistic
processes\ the kind of transformations and restructuring
involved in producing a sentence from a preverbal com!
municative intent ð6Ł[
If thematic roles of agent and patient have underlying
primitive spatial representations\ then traces of this
primitive structure might be observed in normal subjects[
To test this hypothesis\ a subsequent study was conducted
in normal subjects to see if they drew stick _gures depict!
ing the agent and the patient of sentences with systematic
spatial biases[ Subjects tended to draw the agent to the
left of where they drew the patient supporting the idea
that events are represented spatially ð4Ł[ Similar results
have also been reported independently ð7Ł[
In the current study\ we wished to extend these earlier
observations by addressing two issues[ First\ could the
earlier observations be due to reading and writing habits<
Since we read and write English from left to right and
active sentences are canonical\ perhaps the results simply
re~ect an acquired association of agents appearing to the
left of patients in written sentences[ One could argue that
the spatial bias observed was an epiphenomenon of the
spatial layout of written language and not a clue to the
structure of underlying representations[ Second\ in the
previous studies two spatial concepts\ location of the!
matic roles and direction of action were con~ated[ The
tendency to conceive the agent to the left of where the
patient was located could occur because thematic roles
are represented spatially by location "agents to the left of
patients# or actions are represented spatially by direction
"a left to right vector#[ We do not know if these two
spatial properties interact or are independent primitive
constituents of putative spatial representations of events[
Such representations may have several discrete spatial
properties of which location and direction are a subset[
To address these issues we exploited di}erences in the
meaning of verbs while keeping the surface structure of
the sentences constant[ Di}erent verbs convey actions
with di}erent spatial trajectories in relation to the agent[
By separating meanin` from structure\ we hoped to get
beyond the e}ects of the surface structure of written
language and to disentangle the e}ects of location from
direction[ The demonstration that thematic roles are rep!

resented by locations or actions are represented by direc!
tion would provide strong evidence for the existence of
spatial representation of events[
1[ Methods
1[0[ Experiment 0] locating thematic roles
1[0[0[ Rationale
We wished to learn if thematic roles are represented
spatially by location[ Speci_cally\ we tested the hypoth!
esis that agents are represented to the left of patients[
Such biases in the location thematic roles could be due
to the structure of canonical English sentences in which
the subject appears to the left of the object[ However\
e}ects of the surface structure of sentences should be
identical for all simple active sentences[ Verbs can
describe actions with di}erent spatial trajectories or sim!
ply describe states and not actions\ such as {love|[ We
assumed that any spatial biases observed with state verb
sentences would most likely be due to the e}ects of the
surface structure of simple active sentences since the
states are not spatial events[ However\ any modulation of
this spatial bias when action verbs are present in sentences
would suggest that meaning imposes a bias beyond that
produced by the structure of the sentence alone[ Such a
_nding would support the existence of underlying spatial
representation of events[
1[0[1[ Procedures
Twenty seven right!handed subjects ð0Ł\ with a mean
age of 10[021[3 years and an average education of
03[720[5 years\ participated in the experiment[ Three
sets of simple active sentences were used as stimuli[ In one
set\ the actions moved away from the agent or towards the
patient[ The following verbs were used] push\ throw\ kick\
shoot\ hit and punch[ In the second set\ the actions moved
towards the agent or away from the patient[ The fol!
lowing verbs were used] pull\ dra`\ lead\ leave\ escape and
tu`[ The third set of sentences described states rather than
actions[ The following verbs were used] love\ know\ hate\
like\ admire and bore[ Subjects heard six examples of each
sentence type[ Agents and patients were either a {circle|
or {square|\ for example {The circle hits the square[| Circle
and squares were used as the nouns in sentences to avoid
any semantic associations with the agent or patient[ At
the end of each sentence\ subjects were asked to draw
either a circle or square stick _gure on 00×7[4 in sheets of
paper with the longer axis oriented horizontally[ Subjects
heard each sentence twice\ and drew either the agent or
patient[ The sentences and thematic roles to be drawn
were ordered randomly[ Circle and square targets as
agent or patient were counterbalanced[
The dependent measure was the di}erence in distance
from the left edge of the page between the location of the
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agent and location of the patient for a given sentence[ A
positive value refers to the patient being drawn to the
right of the agent and a negative value to the patient
being drawn to the left of the agent[ For example\ for the
sentence {The circle hits the square| if a subject drew the
agent "circle# 2 cm from the left edge of the page\ and the
patient "square# 3 cm from the left edge of the page\ the
di}erence would be ¦0[9 cm[ The method of measure!
ment was the same as used by Chatterjee et al[ "0884#[ If
the stick _gures were drawn vertically\ measurements
were made from the left edge of the paper to the location
of the vertical line representing the torso[ When _gures
were drawn in oblique or horizontal orientations\ then
the measurement was made from the left edge of the
paper to the point exactly in the center of the horizontal
extension of the _gure[ Fifty percent of the sentences
were repeated to measure reliability on this task[ Con!
sistency was measured by correlating the distances from
the left edge of the paper that each item "agent or patient#
was drawn when the sentence was repeated[ Each subject
drew a total of 43 _gures "5 examples×2 sentence
types×1 thematic roles×0[4 times#[
1[0[2[ Results
Only 09:16 "26)# subjects drew the locations of agents
and patients with consistency "9[49#[ Given the variance
in the performances with identical stimuli\ data from
subjects with inconsistent performances would have
introduced considerable noise in our measurement of the
e}ects of the meaning of verbs on placement of drawings[
Therefore\ their data were not included in the analysis[
For the consistent subjects\ agents were drawn further to
the left of where patients were drawn for actions moving
away from the agent "0[27 cm\ range*9[92Ð6[37 cm# than
for actions moving towards the agent "9[57 cm\ range*
0[29Ð3[12 cm# or for sentences describing states "9[52
cm\ range*1[94Ð6[01 cm#[ These locational biases were
signi_cantly di}erent\ Friedman ANOVA by ranks\ Chi
square "df 1#  8[7\ P ³ 9[997[
1[0[3[ Comment
We draw three conclusions from these data[ First\ the
task was limited as a probe to assess whether thematic
roles have spatial locational representations[ Subjects|
performances were often too {noisy| to allow an adequate
test of the hypothesis[ Second\ when subjects were con!
sistent in their placements of their drawings\ the general
_nding that agents are placed to the left of patients was
replicated[ However\ the surface structure of sentences
alone produces a locational bias\ as evidenced by sen!
tences with state verbs[ Third\ and most importantly\ the
meaning of verbs modulated the locational bias beyond
the e}ects of the structure of the sentence[ Events with
actions moving away from the agent were drawn with
greater di}erences between the locations of the agent and
patient than events in which the patient is brought closer
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to the agent[ This modulation of the location of thematic
roles is compatible with the notion that thematic roles
are represented by location along a continuous metric[
Such a continuous metric implicates a continuous spatial
rather than discrete propositional form of representation[
1[1[ Experiment 1] depicting event trajectories
1[1[0[ Rationale
This experiment was designed to determine if verbs
incorporate spatial representations of direction[ We
wished to learn if events along the horizontal axis are
conceived with a directional bias moving from left to
right[ To avoid e}ects of surface sentence structure\ sim!
ple phrases were used as the linguistic probes[ Events
traversing vertical axes\ such as {fall| or {rise| were used
as foils[ We were interested in the structure of events
that occur horizontally[ To eliminate e}ects of biases
produced by distal motor habits\ all subjects used their
non!dominant hand[
1[1[1[ Procedure
Thirty six right!handed subjects heard 19 phrases\ ten
of which described actions that could move along the
horizontal axis "e[g[\ {staggering drunk|#\ and ten that
could move along the vertical axis "e[g[\ {falling book|#[
Foil stimuli were the phrases describing vertical motion[
Subjects were asked to imagine a single light source on
the object in motion and to draw the trajectory of this
light[ All subjects used their left hand[ They closed their
eyes when drawing[ The dependent measure was whether
horizontal events were drawn with a directional bias\
either left to right or right to left[
1[1[2[ Results
Subjects drew actions proceeding left to right an aver!
age of 6[8 times compared to 0[3 times going right to left
"see Fig[ 0#[ These numbers do not add to 09[9 because
some of the {horizontal| actions were drawn with a ver!
tical trajectory[ Thirty three of the thirty six subjects drew
trajectories proceeding left to right more often than right
to left\ demonstrating a robust group directional bias\
Chi sq[ "df 0#  14\ P ³ 9[990[
1[1[3[ Comment
Normal right handed subjects have a tendency to con!
ceive of events as traversing space from left to right[ Thus\
when subjects are forced to depict events spatially\ their
depictions have a systematic directional bias rather than
being random[ These results are not explained by distal
motor habits induced by writing\ since subjects used their
non!dominant hand[ These results suggest that actions
are represented spatially by direction\ in addition to being
represented propositionally by verbs[ However\ it
remained possible that enculturation in a left to right
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Fig[ 0[ Example of horizontal and vertical trajectories drawn in Experiment 1[

language may have in~uenced these performances at a
level more abstract than the level of motoric habits[
1[2[ Experiment 2] location of thematic roles and
direction of actions in sentence picture matching
1[2[0[ Rationale
We explored further the hypothesis that events are
conceptualized by spatial location and direction using
a sentence!picture matching task[ If the propositional
representations of events interact with spatial rep!
resentations\ then processing sentences should be in~u!
enced by spatial features of corresponding pictures[
Therefore\ we examined the in~uence of the location of
thematic roles and the direction of actions in pictures on
subjects| reaction times "RTs#[
We anticipated that subjects| RTs would be faster if
the agent was located on the left of the picture[ Such a
_nding would be compatible with the hypotheses that
thematic roles have locational spatial representations\ or
that the surface structure of sentences a}ects processing
of pictures[ According to the surface structure expla!
nation\ subjects might match sentences heard more
quickly to pictures with a similar structure[ Sentences
with the agent on the left in simple active sentences would
be matched more quickly to pictures with the agent
depicted on the left[ In contrast to locational e}ects\ our
probe for directional e}ects on sentence processing would
not be a}ected by surface sentence structure[ The experi!
ment included sentences in which the direction of action
either moved away from or towards the agent such as the
contrasting verbs\ {push| and {pull|[ If the direction of
action is an important feature in representing events\ then
the opposing vectors entailed in the meaning of these
verbs "towards or away from the agent# would have

di}erent e}ects on sentence picture matching RTs\
despite the sentences having identical structures[
1[2[1[ Procedure
The twelve sentences describing actions from Experi!
ment 0 were used in this experiment[ Half the sentences
described actions moving away from the agent and half
described actions moving towards the agent[ Sentences
were presented in random order[ Pictures depicting events
consisted of circle and square stick _gures[ The agent was
depicted either on the left or the right of the picture[
Directions of actions proceeding either from left to right
or right to left "see Fig[ 1#[ The pictures matched the
event described in the sentence or depicted another event[
Non!matching stimuli consisted of either thematic role
reversals or action non!matches[ For the sentence {the
circle pushes the square| a non!match might depict the
square pushing the circle\ or the circle kicking the square[
The thirty six subjects from Experiment 1 listened to
the sentences through headphones in a sound!proof
booth[ At the sentence o}set\ a picture appeared on a
computer monitor before them[ Using their right hand\
subjects pressed the left mouse button if the sentence and
picture matched and the right mouse button if they did
not[ They were instructed to respond as quickly as poss!
ible\ while maintaining accuracy[ The intertrial interval
between sentence!picture pairs was 2 s[ Reaction times
were recorded by computer[ Subjects were given a prac!
tice trial of twelve sentence!picture matching stimuli to
familiarize them with the procedure[ Errors in responses
were excluded from analyses[ Reaction times to matches
and non!matches were analyzed separately[
1[2[2[ Results
Reaction times are presented in Table 0[ For matched
sentence picture pairs\ repeated measures ANOVA
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Fig[ 1[ Examples of pictures used in the sentence!picture matching task in Experiment 2[

Table 0
Reaction times in ms for the sentence!picture matching task in Experi!
ment 2
Matches
Action left to right
Action right to left
Noun non!matches
Action left to right
Action right to left
Verb non!matches
Action left to right
Action right to left

Agent on left
0008 "2271#
0201 "2483#
Agent on left
0227 "2272#
0554 "2426#
Agent on left
0902 "2279#
0236 "2430#

Agent on right
0207 "2388#
0304 "2481#
Agent on right
0538 "2410#
0348 "2343#
Agent on right
0972 "2214#
884 "2286#

showed that subjects responded more quickly if the agent
was located on the left "F0\24  06[67\ P ³ 9[9991# and if
the action proceeded from left to right "F0\24  06[67\
P ³ 9[9991# and if the action proceeded from left to right

"F0\24  6[53\ P ³ 9[90#[ There were no signi_cant inter!
actions[ For sentence and picture pairs which did not
match\ subjects responded faster to the action than the!
matic role non!matches "F0\24  73[85\ P ³ 9[99990#\ and
responded more quickly when the action in the pictures
was depicted going from left to right "F0\24  6[1\
P ³ 9[91#[ Although there was no signi_cant main e}ects
for location of agent\ this variable interacted signi_cantly
with both the action:verb non!matches "F0\24  00[2\
P ³ 9[991# and with the direction of action "F0\24  59[2\
P ³ 9[99990#[ There were no statistically signi_cant
di}erences in the occurrence of errors\ which were rare\
by di}erent types of sentence picture pairings[
1[2[3[ Comment
The subjects responded more quickly to pictures with
the agent on the left[ This observation may re~ect an
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analogous primitive representation for location or be the
consequence of acquired reading and writing associations
in which the _rst noun encountered in simple active sen!
tences is on the left[ Both hypotheses make the same
prediction[
Subjects responded more quickly when pictures
depicted actions proceeding from left to right[ The e}ects
of the direction of the action on this task cannot be
explained by the surface structure of these sentences[ This
e}ect supports the idea that events are represented by a
directional spatial primitive[ A similar directional e}ect
on sentence!picture matching was observed in the non!
match trials[ Subjects rejected picture non!matches more
quickly if the action in the pictures moved from left to
right[ Location e}ects on these trials were not signi_cant
since the location of pictures and the putative rep!
resentational locations would be at odds\ making con!
~icting predictions[0 This con~ictive situation makes it
di.cult to interpret the interactions between the
locational and directional e}ects when subjects rejected
the non!matching stimuli[ The interaction may suggest
that the location of the agent "right or left# pro}ers an
advantage in processing the direction of action if the
action is moving away from the agent[
2[ Discussion
Humans perceive and encode events in the world[
Events are clearly represented propositionally since we
refer to them using language[ What is not clear is whether
events are also represented spatially[ We wished to learn
if right!handed subjects conceptualize thematic roles by
location\ with agents to the left of patients\ and if they
conceptualize actions by direction\ with a left to right
trajectory[ We focused speci_cally on events that occur
horizontally[
In seeking evidence for spatial representations of
events\ we were concerned that cultural habits acquired
by individuals immersed in a language written from left
to right could complicate interpretation of our results[
The surface structure of English sentences could poten!
tially produce spatial biases and undermine our claim
that events are encoded spatially[ Our strategy to sort
between these alternatives was to use sentences and phr!
ases with identical linguistic surface structures\ while
exploiting di}erences in their meaning[

0
If a subject hears the sentence {the circle pushes the square|\ he:she
would be expected to respond more quickly with a picture with the
circle as a`ent on the left[ In the noun mis!match condition\ when the
circle is on the left of the picture\ it is in the expected location\ but the
agent is on the right\ setting up a con~ict[ Similarly\ when the circle is
on the right\ the agent is in the expected location on the left\ but the
circle is on the right\ again setting up a similar con~ict[ Therefore\ the
hypothesis in question makes no prediction for the location of the agent
in the noun mis!match condition[

In all three experiments we found that subjects
responded to linguistic stimuli with spatial biases[ In the
_rst experiment\ when subjects drew thematic roles with
consistent locations\ they drew the agent to the left of
where they drew patients[ This locational bias was exag!
gerated in drawings of thematic roles of events with
actions moving away from the agent[ In the second
experiment\ subjects drew trajectories of actions along
the horizontal plane proceeding from left to right[ In
the third experiment subjects matched sentences more
quickly to pictures if the agent was located to the left and
if the direction of action proceeded from left to right[ As
we discuss below\ these data are not easily explained
either by properties of propositional representations or
properties of the surface structure of language[ Taken
together\ these data support the notion that events have
spatial representations[
An important distinction between the structure of
propositional and spatial representations is that prop!
ositional representations are discrete\ whereas spatial rep!
resentations are continuous ð00Ł[ In the _rst experiment\
we found that subjects located agents to the left of pat!
ients in ways suggestive of an underlying representation
of location that is continuous[ The exaggerated di}er!
ences in locating agents and patients particularly for sen!
tences depicting actions moving away from the agent is
di.cult to explain on the basis of a discrete\ or categorical
notion of location[ A categorical notion of location might
index the agent as being to the left of the patient\ but it
would not specify varying degrees of placement on the
left[ All the sentence had an identical subject!verb!object
surface sentence structure[ Modulation of thematic role
locations by the meaning of verbs goes beyond the e}ects
of the sentence structure[ We content that these metric
di}erences more likely mirror an analog representation
of thematic role locations[
Similarly\ it is di.cult to explain directional biases of
event trajectories solely by propositional properties[ A
propositional representation of events might incorporate
the notion of actions with paths or motions in space[
However\ it is di.cult to see how the symbolic rep!
resentation of such paths should translate into a speci_c
left to right vector[ Since the subjects used their left hand
for this task\ the speci_c trajectory observed cannot be
explained by acquired motor habits induced by writing[
The speci_c path suggested by our data again argue for
an analog spatial representation of actions[ We shall
return to the implications of this speci_c left to right
vector[
In matching sentences to pictures\ if the event conveyed
in sentences are represented only propositionally\ then
the layout of the pictures would not matter to the task[
However\ if the match:non!match decision requires that
sentences and pictures be referenced to a mental rep!
resentation with a spatial format\ then the spatial features
of the picture become important[ The decision would be
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made more quickly if the layout of the picture is similar
to the spatial feature of its mental representation[ The
subjects| quicker responses to pictures with agents on the
left and the directions of actions proceeding left to right
suggest that mental representations of events might be
structured similarly[ In this experiment\ the e}ects of
location of thematic roles on the RTs could be the result
of the surface structure of sentences[ However\ the e}ects
of the left to right direction of actions cannot[ Subjects
responded more quickly when the action moved from left
to right than right to left independent of whether the
spatial layout of the pictures matched the spatial layout
of written sentences[ These spatial in~uences were pro!
duced by the meaning of the verbs and not the structure
of the sentences[
Converging empirical evidence for our claim that
events have spatial\ in addition to propositional\ rep!
resentations might be found in damaged and developing
brains[ In the nineteenth century\ Hughlings Jackson
advocated a general principle of dissolution of brain func!
tions[ He thought that brain damage to higher more
complex brain functions exposed simpler primitive pro!
cesses ð02Ł[ According to this view\ damage to the more
complex propositional representation of events might
reveal underlying primitive spatial representations[ We
think that the agrammatic patient JH\ who used a spatial
strategy in making thematic role assignments in an exam!
ple of such baring of primitive representations ð3\ 05Ł[ We
are currently conducting systematic studies of aphasic
subjects to further test this hypothesis[
In the developing brain\ spatial primitives probably
play an important role in the acquisition of concepts[
Mandler argues that infants extract simple spatial sch!
emes from their perceptions of actions in the world ð06Ł[
She suggests that these schemes are subsequently mapped
onto linguistic codes and are the precondition of further
elaboration of concepts[ Our _ndings suggest that such
spatial schemes\ or primitive spatial representations as
we have been calling them\ are not discarded "like baby
teeth#\ but remain present in the adult brain[ We do not
know if these spatial primitives are simply vestigial[ They
may serve as the bases for more complex cognitive oper!
ations such as aesthetic judgments ð5Ł or spatial mental
models of reasoning ð03Ł[
Finally\ does the speci_c left to right vector for the
representation of actions have any further implications<
Logically\ such a vector could be related to the structure
of events in the world\ the structure of verbs\ or the
structure of the nervous system[ It makes little sense to
think that events would be organized around a speci_c
directional vector since events are not linked intrinsically
to the speci_c vantage point of a viewer[ Everyone is
exposed to events with random spatial trajectories[ Simi!
larly\ it makes little sense for verbs themselves to be tied
to a speci_c vector[ Although meanings of some verbs
may distill into simple primitive notions like {movement|
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or {path|\ nothing about verbs dictates the direction of
that movement or path[ The left to right directional bias
is likely to be linked to the neural encoding of events[
Both cerebral hemispheres deploy spatial attention with
vectors in opposing directions[ The left hemisphere
deploys spatial attention with a vector from left to right
ð04Ł[ As previously speculated ð3\ 4Ł\ development of lan!
guage in the left hemisphere may have coopted left hemi!
sphere spatial attentional networks opportunistically[ An
overlap of neural circuits mediating spatial attention\ the
directional representations of events and the instantiation
of verbs\ may provide the neural link between the spatial
and propositional representation of events[
In summary\ events are represented mentally in both
spatial and propositional formats[ Right!handed subjects
may represent events spatially with the thematic role of
agent to the left of their representation of patient[ They
represent actions with a left to right directional trajectory[
The propositional organization of verbs and their argu!
ment structure is superimposed on these primitive spatial
representations of events[ We propose that the properties
of these spatial representations are linked to the func!
tional properties of the left hemisphere[
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